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The official website for the upcoming movie, “Catching Fire” is keeping fans of the trilogy informed
of some of the new cast members. The film focuses on the second half of the “Hunger Games”

franchise, and stars Jennifer Lawrence, Josh Hutcherson, Liam Hemsworth, Woody Harrelson, Natalie
Dormer and Willow Shields. While the cast has been officially confirmed, the characters are yet to be
revealed, meaning fans can guess who will be playing who and what their roles will be. Besides the
new cast members, several other new characters have been reported to be featured in the film. In

one of the trailers, there is a new character named Alphia McCaffrey who has a “billion dollar smile”.
The character is described as having a “confidence level like no other”, but is also “a little bit

phony”. However, according to the trailer, this “phony confidence” is “only in the practice room”.
This new character is being portrayed by Kat Effrona, who had her big screen debut in 2009’s “Jersey

Boys”. Another character to be seen in the film is Coach Tolch, who is described as being good at
“getting on a team”. The character is described to be the pre-primary coach to the young female

contestants. Notably, the character is being portrayed by veteran character actor Michael C..
Although the character is described as being “cute”, his role in the film is described to be a

mysterious “coding thing” that is “a bit of a nerd”. The character is being portrayed by Mark Ian
Lewis. Another new character is a young man named Curtis and, according to the trailer, “completely
sweet and innocent”. The character is described as being from “the city”, and having a “baby face”
that is “very friendly”. The character is being portrayed by Halston Sage, who made his big screen

debut in the 2008 film “Hannah Montana & Miley Cyrus: Best of Both Worlds Concert”. It is also
described that he is a “really energetic musician”. The character with the biggest role in the film is
Finnick Odair, the female ex-champion for District 2. However, the character’s role in the film is not

being spoken about
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